18. *Joan Hartshorne*, a photograph by Jim Brown, 1968. From the Karamu House Photograph collection, WRHS.

19. *Baby Gaendolyn*, a photograph by George W. Bryant, 1931. From the George Bryant Collection, Cleveland.

20. *Black Hawks Motorcycle Club*, a photograph by Herbert Mitchell, ca. late 1940s. From the collection of Donald Acree, Cleveland.

21. *Silas Johnson*, a tinted photograph, ca. 1920; *Mrs. Woods*, black & white photograph, ca. 1935; *Sorilla and L. Pearl Brooks*, black & white photograph, ca. 1944; *Mrs. Acilee McPherson and Sons*, black & white photograph, ca. 1944; *Judge Perry B. Jackson*, black & white photograph, ca. 1942; *Major William T. Anderson*, black & white photograph, ca. early 1930s; *Mrs. Albert Adams’ Daughter Playing the Violin*, black & white photograph, undated; *John Grove’s Grocery*, black & white photograph, ca. 1930s. From the Allen E. Cole collection, WRHS.